pyif) is Borel measurable. If V U £ U, f^pyif) dp < °° , then / is said to be integrable. In this case define q¡jif) = Lp ¡j if) dp. Let £ (0, p; F) be the measure, and V U £ ll, p,jipfiS)) < (spvif)dp, Vipf, U)iS) = $spuif)dp, and /x, is of bounded variation.
For S £ Z, , the average range of m over S is defined to be the set Asim) = \miT)4piT)\T £ I+, and T Ç Si.
Let E be an arbitrary locally convex space, and D C E be a subset. D (i) given S £ S , there exists T £ 2 , T C S such that A Am) is relatively compact.
(ii) given S £ X , and U £ u, there exists T e I , T C 5 such that A Am) has width at most U, i.e., AAm) -AAm) Ç U. 
Finally define piS. U S A = piS A + piS A, and miS U S ) = 722(5',)
where the right sides of the above equations are defined by (7) and (8).
It is easy to check that ft and 277 are finitely additive on J\n, and that ft is a positive set function of bounded variation. In fact, the variation of p is bounded by 1. 
Since ft is of bounded variation on 2., it follows from (10) that 272 j has bounded variation on X. Again 772, need not be regular on 2-, or on o"(j\). 
